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About This Manual

Description of This Guide
Purpose of the guide

The Web Agent Guide to Add-In Views is intended to instruct programmers
who want to design and implement add-in views, which are not delivered
with Oracle Express Web Agent (hereinafter referred to as “Express Web
Agent”).

Intended audience

This guide is directed toward programmers who have created Express Web
Agent applications, and who are familiar with programming in the Express
language.

Scope of the guide

This guide gives information specific to add-in views. It does not explain
how to install Web Agent or how to develop Web Agent applications.

Many add-in developers handle the display of the data through a Java
applet or an ActiveX control, rather than through Express programs. This
guide does not include information on Java or ActiveX development.
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Related Documentation
Printed documentation

This manual is part of a comprehensive set of documentation available in
printed form and as online documents. The set includes the following:

Installation and Configuration Guide — Explains how to install,
configure, and manage Express Server as a service on a Windows NT
server or workstation.

Database Administration Guide — Explains how to configure existing
Express databases for optimal use with Express Client products and
create new databases. Describes the Express data model and database
objects.

Express Language Reference Manual — Explains the syntax and usage
of the individual commands, functions, options, and programs that
make up the Express language.

Express Language Programming Guide — Explains the Express
programming environment and illustrates programming strategies for
accessing and analyzing data.

API Guide — Explains how to use SNAPI to develop client
applications that interact with Express Server.

Express Web Agent User’s Guide — Explains how to create and
publish documents on the Web that contain dynamically generated
views of Express data.

Express Excel Add-In User’s Guide — Explains how to use the Excel
Add-In to develop client applications in Excel that interact with Express
Server.

Windows Help systems

In addition to the printed manuals, the following Help systems are
available:

Express Installation Help — Provides online Help for installation.

Express Service Manager Help — Provides online Help for managing
services on your Windows NT system.
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Express Configuration Manager Help — Provides online Help for
selecting Express modules and configuring runtime settings.

Express Session Manager Help — Provides online Help for managing
individual Express sessions.

Express Language Help — Provides online Help for the syntax and
usage of the commands, functions, options, and programs that make up
the Express language.

Express Administrator Help — Provides online Help for the Express
Administrator.

Express Web Agent Help — Provides online Help for the Web Agent
programs, which generate HTML tags and dynamic views of Express
data for display by Web browsers.

Excel Add-In Help — Provides online Help for the Excel Add-In.

Conventions
Text conventions

You will find the following text conventions in this manual.

Convention Usage

UPPERCASE text Indicates directory names, file names, operating system
commands, Express commands and objects, and acronyms.

Courier  text Indicates examples and anything that you must type exactly
as it appears. For example, if you are asked to type show
eversion , you would type all the characters shown in
Courier font exactly as they are printed.

boldface text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, and field
names.

italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is
used when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or
have labels that change dynamically based on their current
context. The wording of variable text does not exactly match
what you see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis and for titles of
documents.
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Word usage convention

In the interest of brevity, Oracle Express Web Agent is referred to as
“Express Web Agent” in this guide.
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Chapter 1

Overview of Add-In Views

Overview
Introduction

This chapter introduces add-in views, which is the subject of this manual.
After describing the intended audience for this guide, the chapter presents
the design options available to that audience.

In this chapter

What Is an Add-In View?

Who Should Read This Guide

Add-In Design Options

What Is an Add-In View?
Purpose of an add-in view

When application developers create an HTML page with Oracle Express
Web Agent (hereinafter referred to as “Express Web Agent”), they can
include a table or a VRML graph. TABLE and VRMLGRAPH are two
built-in view types that are available through Express Web Agent. These
built-in types provide two ways in which Express data can be displayed.

Express customers, consultants, and third-party vendors who are
experienced at displaying data on HTML pages, might have alternative
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ways to render data. Perhaps they know how to create maps, or their
product displays charts that look quite different from VRML graphs. To
allow such people to incorporate their display methods into Express Web
Agent, Oracle Corporation makes it possible for them to design and
implement their own add-in view types.

Description of an add-in view

An add-in view is a custom view type that has been added to Express Web
Agent. The add-in developer specifies the name of the view type, the
method by which Express Web Agent should generate HTML code for this
type of view, and any special properties the view should have.

Once an add-in developer has taken these steps to make his or her view
type available within Express Web Agent, application developers can use
Developer’s Toolkit programs (e.g., XWD_VIEW.CREATE) to display
views of this type in their applications.

When application code displays a view, it creates an instance of that view
for run-time display in the browser of the current user. An instance of an
add-in view has the following characteristics, which allow it to display
Express data:

It is associated with a data cube.

It, and its data cube, can be manipulated using all the Developer’s
Toolkit programs that can be used on built-in views.

The method by which an add-in view is rendered can be implemented
entirely in Express language code, or it can be implemented by a Java

applet or ActiveX control that receives the data from Express and displays
it.

Add-in views and add-in objects

An add-in does not always have to be a view; it is the implementation of an
add-in that determines whether it is a view or an object. An object is a more
generic entity, and it has no associated data cube.

Since the primary purpose of creating an add-in is to render Express data in
a new form, an add-in with no associated data is of limited use. Therefore,
this guide emphasizes add-in views, mentioning add-in objects only in
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Chapter 2 when a simple example is needed for describing the steps you
take to implement and use an add-in.

Who Should Read This Guide
Required knowledge

This guide is intended for programmers who want to design and implement
add-in views. To develop an add-in, you should have created Express Web
Agent applications, and you should be familiar with programming in the
Express language. For information on these topics, see the following
Express documents:

Express Web Agent User’s Guide and Express Web Agent Help system.

Express Language Programming Guide, Express Language Help
system, and Express Language Reference Manual.

Express Database Administration Guide and Express Administrator
Help system.

Many add-in developers handle the display of the data through a Java
applet or an ActiveX control, rather than through Express programs. If you
plan to include a Java applet or ActiveX control in your add-in, you must
know how to create or revise those components. This guide does not
include information on Java or ActiveX development.

Add-in developer vs. application developer

The developer of an add-in is usually a consultant or third-party vendor
who wants to incorporate the display capabilities that are his or her
specialty into Express Web Agent. The add-in developer writes Express
programs, and optionally a Java applet or ActiveX control, that render
Express data in a new way.

The user of an add-in, an Express Web Agent application developer,
benefits from the work of the add-in developer. In their code, application
developers execute a program from the Web Agent Developer’s Toolkit to
initialize the add-in, and then they use the add-in as if it were a built-in
view.
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This guide provides information for the add-in developer; it is not meant to
be read by an application developer. As the add-in developer, you are
responsible for giving application developers the specific information they
need to make use of the add-in that you have implemented. For suggestions
on the type of information that you should provide, see the topic “Add-In
Documentation” in Chapter 2.

Add-In Design Options
Design issues

For any Web Agent application, the data resides in Express Server, and it
must be displayed in the user’s browser. For a given add-in, there are
several options for how data transfer and display can take place.

Displaying data can be handled in ways that are simple (e.g., an HTML
table) or complex (e.g., a sophisticated 3D graphics representation).

The software intelligence for displaying data can reside in Express, in a
Java applet, or in an ActiveX control.

The transfer of data can be initiated by Express or by an applet or
ActiveX control.

When you design your add-in, you must make decisions on these issues.

Design models

The design models for add-ins fall into two categories, which refer to the
initiator of the data transfer. The two models are:

Express-push model

Client-pull model

The decision to adopt one of these models depends on your purpose in
developing the add-in and whether you are including an applet or ActiveX
control.
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Express-push model

In the Express-push model, Express sends all the data when it sends an
HTML page to the browser.

Express can send the data enclosed in HTML tags to display the data
directly, or Express can send the data as parameters in an <APPLET> or
<OBJECT> tag so the applet or ActiveX control can display it.

With this model, the entire page is refreshed each time the data changes.
For example, drilling on an item in a view could cause the whole page to be
redrawn.

Client-pull model

In the client-pull model, Express sends the data to the client applet or
ActiveX control only when the client requests data.

The client applet or ActiveX control can request the data by executing a
URL that runs an Express program for sending data.

With this model, the applet or ActiveX control has responsibility for a
portion of the page, and it redraws only that portion when it requests and
receives new data.

Further information

Chapter 2 provides more detail about the implementation of the
Express-push and client-pull design models.
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Chapter 2

The Components of an Add-In

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes the components of an add-in. It discusses simple
add-in objects as well as add-in views. The final topic summarizes the steps
for implementing an add-in.

In this chapter

Components of an Add-In

Add-In Initialization Program

Add-In TOHTML Program

Optional Custom Method Program

Add-in View Data

Add-In View Initialization Program

Add-In View TOHTML Program

Add-In View Optional Applet or ActiveX Control

Add-In View Optional Send-Data Program

Add-In Documentation

Steps for Implementing an Add-In
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Components of an Add-In
Required add-in components

To implement an add-in, you must write these two Express programs:

The add-in initialization program, which informs Express Web Agent
of the name of the add-in and the name of the TOHTML program for
the add-in. It can also perform other tasks, such as defining special
properties for the add-in.

The add-in TOHTML program, which is called by Express Web Agent
when it is time to render the add-in. This is the program that determines
how an instance of the add-in will be displayed in the user’s browser.

The application developer executes the initialization program in order to
register the add-in before using it. The code in the initialization program
specifies the name of the add-in’s TOHTML program, thus telling Express
Web Agent how to display the add-in.

Optional component for any add-in

When an add-in is rendered on the user’s screen, the user might want to
change something about the way it is displayed. You, the add-in developer,
can supply a custom method program that changes the way the add-in is
rendered.

On the same HTML page with the add-in, the application developer can
include a link or form that executes your custom method program. When
the user clicks on the link or form, the custom method program changes the
display.

Optional components specific to add-in views

Many add-in creators use a Java applet or ActiveX control to display
Express data on the user’s screen. To make this happen, you must write a
TOHTML program that does not render the view in the form of data
surrounded by HTML formatting tags. Instead, the TOHTML program
produces an <APPLET> or <OBJECT> tag that tells the browser to call an
applet or ActiveX control.
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Furthermore, the applet or ActiveX control might initiate communications
with Express in order to retrieve data. In this case, you must provide the
following add-in components, in addition to the required initialization and
TOHTML programs:

A Java applet or ActiveX control that displays Express data.

A send-data program written in Express to deliver the data.

If the applet or ActiveX control does not initiate communications with
Express to retrieve its own data, the send-data program is not required. As
an alternative, the TOHTML program can provide all the data in the form
of parameters for the applet or ActiveX control. With the send-data
program, we have the client-pull model; without the send-data program, we
have the Express-push model. Chapter 1 introduces these design models.

Names and location of add-in components

When you create your add-in, you place your initialization program,
TOHTML program, and any optional programs in an Express database
devoted to your add-in. And you place this database in the ADDINS
subdirectory under the directory that holds all the Web Agent files (e.g.,
\ORANT\OLAP\OES601\OWA110\ADDINS).

You should choose a short prefix (e.g., three characters) to use in all the
names associated with your add-in. Oracle Corporation recommends that
third-party vendors indicate their company name in the prefix, so the
chance of duplicate names will be reduced when more than one add-in is
present in a Web Agent installation.

For example, if an add-in displays a chart (a special graph) on the user’s
screen, and it has been created by a company called AceChart Inc., the
prefix might be “ACE,” and the add-in components might have the names
shown in the following table.
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Name Description

ACE.CHART.INIT Initialization program

ACE.CHART.TOHTML TOHTML program

ACE.CHART.SIZE Custom method program (optional)

ACE.CHART.SNDATA Send-data program (optional)

ACEADDIN.DB Add-in database

An optional applet or ActiveX control might or might not have a related
name.

Application program that uses the add-in

The application developer who wants to use your add-in writes code that
does the following:

 1. Initializes the add-in by calling the XWD_ADDIN.INIT program with
the name of the add-in specified as an argument. XWD_ADDIN.INIT
attaches the add-in database and runs the add-in initialization program.

 2. Includes a command, like XWD_CREATE or XWD_VIEW.CREATE
to display an instance of the add-in, on an HTML page.

It is your responsibility, as the add-in creator, to inform application
developers of additional steps to be taken (e.g., provide access to a Java
applet) or additional options to be used (e.g., a custom method).

The rest of this chapter

The rest of this chapter provides detailed descriptions of the components of
an add-in. For simplicity, the descriptions use an example of an add-in
object (a clock), rather than an add-in view.

After the components of an add-in object are described, subsequent topics
provide additional information relevant for creating add-in views.
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Add-In Initialization Program
Purpose of the initialization program

The add-in initialization program adds your new object or view to the list of
objects and views the Express Web Agent currently has registered. In
addition, it specifies the TOHTML program Express Web Agent should use
to render the object or view. Optionally, the initialization program defines
properties to be associated with the new object or view.

Description of the initialization program

Your initialization program must not require any arguments.

The program must include calls to the following Developer’s Toolkit
programs.

Program Description

XWD_ADDTYPE Registers your add-in with Express Web
Agent. Its arguments specify the name
and type (object or view) of the add-in.

XWD_ADDHANDLER Specifies the name of the TOHTML
program Express Web Agent should use
for the add-in. The TOHTML program is
sometimes referred to as the “handler for
the TOHTML method.”

The arguments to XWD_ADDHANDLER
are:

The name of the add-in
The keyword “TOHTML,” indicating
that the TOHTML handler is being
specified
The name of the TOHTML program
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Optionally, your add-in initialization program can call programs that define
properties for your add-in. The Developer’s Toolkit provides the following
four programs for defining properties.

Program for Adding Properties Data Type of Added Property

XWD_ADDBOOLPROP Boolean

XWD_ADDDECPROP Decimal

XWD_ADDINTPROP Integer

XWD_ADDTEXTPROP Text

Once the initialization program has been run and properties have been
added, the application developer can call Developer’s Toolkit programs
(e.g., XWD_SETPROPVALB) to work with the added properties, just as if
they were built-in.

Further Information

For detailed information on Developer’s Toolkit programs, see the Express
Web Agent Help system.

Example of an initialization program

In our example, a company called Sundial is implementing a clock add-in,
which displays the current time and date. The add-in developer has chosen
“SDL” for the add-in prefix.

The following initialization program tells Express Web Agent to do the
following:

Register an object called SDL.CLOCK.

Use the SDL.CLOCK.TOHTML program to render instances of the
object.

Define, for the SDL.CLOCK object, a text property called
SDL.CLOCK.DATEFORMAT.
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DEFINE SDL.CLOCK.INIT PROGRAM
PROGRAM

call xwd_addtype('SDL.CLOCK', 'OBJECT')
call xwd_addhandler('SDL.CLOCK', 'TOHTML', -
   'SDL.CLOCK.TOHTML')
call xwd_addtextprop('SDL.CLOCK', -
   'SDL.CLOCK.DATEFORMAT', '<dd>/<mm>/<yy>')
return
END

How the initialization program is called

The application developer’s code does not directly call the initialization
program. Instead, the application developer uses a call to the Developer’s
Toolkit program XWD_ADDIN.INIT. In the arguments to
XWD_ADDIN.INIT, the application developer specifies the name of the
initialization program and the add-in database where its programs can be
found. XWD_ADDIN.INIT attaches the database and runs the initialization
program.

The following application code initializes the SDL.CLOCK add-in.

call xwd_addin.init('SDL.CLOCK', 'SDLADDIN', -
   'SDL.CLOCK.INIT')

Application developers should place their call to XWD_ADDIN.INIT in
the code that initializes their Web Agent application. This way, the add-in
is present whenever it is needed.

Related information for initialization programs

For details on using the programs discussed here, search for the following
topics in the Web Agent Help system:

“XWD_ADDTYPE”
“XWD_ADDHANDLER”
“XWD_ADDBOOLPROP”
“XWD_ADDDECPROP”
“XWD_ADDINTPROP”
“XWD_ADDTEXTPROP”
“XWD_ADDIN.INIT”
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For additional information about initialization programs for add-in views,
see the topic “Add-in View Initialization Program” in this chapter.

Add-In TOHTML Program
Purpose of the TOHTML program

When application developers want to create an instance of an add-in in their
code, they call a Developer’s Toolkit program like XWD_CREATE or
XWD_VIEW.CREATE. You, the add-in developer, must tell Express Web
Agent how to render the add-in, so that XWD_CREATE and
XWD_VIEW.CREATE can do their work.

The purpose of an add-in’s TOHTML program is to tell Express Web
Agent how to render an instance of the add-in.

Description of the TOHTML program

The simplest TOHTML program includes calls to Developer’s Toolkit
programs, such as HTP.PRINT, that produce all the HTML code required
to display the add-in. The example in this topic is for a simple add-in
object. However, a TOHTML program for an add-in view might
manipulate the data in the view’s data cube and produce HTML code for
displaying the data in a very complex way. For details, see the topic
“Add-in View TOHTML Program” in this chapter.

In many cases, a TOHTML program will make use of the properties of its
add-in. An application developer can set the properties for an instance of
the add-in view, knowing that the TOHTML program will check those
settings and render the view accordingly. The example in this topic makes
use of an add-in property.

All TOHTML programs accept a single text argument, which is the handle
to the current instance of the add-in. At run time, this argument tells the
TOHTML program what object or view it should render.
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Example of a TOHTML program

In our example, the clock add-in has the following TOHTML program.

DEFINE SDL.CLOCK.TOHTML PROGRAM
PROGRAM

argument hclock text  "handle of the add-in instance

push dateformat
dateformat = xwd_getpropvalt(hclock, -
   'SDL.CLOCK.DATEFORMAT')

call htp.br
call htp.print(joinchars('The time is: ', tod))
call htp.para
call htp.print(joinchars('The date is: ', today))
call htp.br

pop dateformat
return
END

This program uses the SDL.CLOCK.DATEFORMAT property to set the
Express DATEFORMAT option. It will use the default value of the
SDL.CLOCK.DATEFORMAT property, unless another value has been set
with a program line like this one.

call xwd_setpropvalt(hclock, 'SDL.CLOCK.DATEFORMAT', -
   '<wtextl> <mtextl> <d>, <yyyy>')

Such a line might reside in the application program that creates an instance
of the clock, or in a custom method program called by the application
program.

The following two-line display is the clock object that the user sees.

The time is: 10:56:4

The date is: Wednesday January 22, 1997
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How the TOHTML program is called

The application developer never directly calls the TOHTML program for an
add-in. Instead, the developer creates an instance of the add-in using
Developer's Toolkit programs like XWD_CREATE and
XWD_VIEW.CREATE. These object creation programs automatically call
the TOHTML handler associated with the object. In the case of an add-in,
the handler is the TOHTML program specified in the call to
XWD_ADDHANDLER, in the add-in’s initialization program.

The following application program uses XWD_CREATE to create an
HTML page that includes the add-in clock. It also sets the
SDL.CLOCK.DATEFORMAT property, because the application developer
prefers a non-default representation of dates.

DEFINE PAGEWITHCLOCK PROGRAM
PROGRAM

variable hpage  text     "handle of the page instance
variable hclock text     "handle of the clock instance

hpage = xwd_page.create
hclock = xwd_create('CLOCK', hpage)
call xwd_setpropvalt(hclock, 'SDL.CLOCK.DATEFORMAT', -
   '<wtextl> <mtextl> <d>, <yyyy>')
return
END

Related information for TOHTML programs

For details on using the programs discussed here, search for the following
topics in the Web Agent Help system:

“XWD_GETPROPVALT”
“XWD_SETPROPVALT”
“XWD_PAGE.CREATE”
“XWD_CREATE”

For additional information about TOHTML programs for add-in views, see
the topic “Add-In View TOHTML Program” in this chapter.
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Optional Custom Method Program
Purpose of a custom method program

If you would like to enhance the usability of your add-in, you can provide a
program that alters the way the add-in is displayed. This type of program is
referred to as a custom method.

The purpose of a custom method is to let the application developer adjust
some aspect, such as size or color, of the add-in display. Optionally, the
application developer can make it possible for users to run the custom
method, thus passing on control of the display to the user.

Description of a custom method program

In most cases, a custom method program sets the value of an add-in
property that you have created for the purpose of adjusting the way the
add-in is displayed. For example, a call to a custom method might increase
the font size of our add-in clock object by changing the value of an integer
property called SDL.CLOCK.HEIGHT.

To put the display adjustment into effect, you must ensure that your
TOHTML program checks the property value and changes the display
accordingly.

Example of a custom method program

In our example, we could provide the following custom method program. It
refers to the SDL.CLOCK.HEIGHT property, which must be defined in the
add-in initialization program using XWD_ADDINTPROP.
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DEFINE SDL.CLOCK.BIGGER PROGRAM
PROGRAM

argument hclock text     "handle of the clock instance
variable height integer  "text height

height = xwd_getpropvali(hclock, 'SDL.CLOCK.HEIGHT')
if height gt 7
   then height = 1
   else height = height + 1
call xwd_setpropvali(hclock, 'SDL.CLOCK.HEIGHT', -
   height)
return
END

The SDL.CLOCK.TOHTML program must check the current value of
SDL.CLOCK.HEIGHT and use Developer’s Toolkit programs like
HTP.FONTOPEN and HTP.FONTCLOSE to adjust the font size for the
clock. The following lines of code provide an example.

call htp.fontopen(na, na, xwd_getpropvali -
  (hclock, 'SDL.CLOCK.HEIGHT'), na)
call htp.br
call htp.print(joinchars('The time is: ', tod))
call htp.para
call htp.print(joinchars('The date is: ', today))
call htp.br
call htp.fontclose

How a custom method program is called

In the information you provide with your add-in, you should explain to the
application developer how to use your custom method program. The
following are two ways in which an application developer can use a custom
method:

Application code can assess some run-time conditions, decide how the
display should be adjusted, and call the custom method to change
appropriate property values.

Application code can present the user with a form or hyperlink that runs
the program with user input.
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The following is sample code from an application program. It creates a
CODEBLOCK object containing a hyperlink that calls the
SDL.CLOCK.BIGGER custom method program.

hcode = xwd_create('CODEBLOCK', hpage)
call xwd_setpropvalt(hcode, 'PRGTEXT', -
  joinchars( -
  'call htp.anchor (xwd_url(\'sdl.clock.bigger\' \'', -
   hclock, '\'), \'Clock size\') '))

Add-in View Data
Express data: The real power of an add-in

The preceding topics in this chapter take a simple approach to the
description of an add-in’s components. The clock example is useful for
explanatory purposes, but it is not typical because the clock add-in is an
object instead of a view, and therefore it has no associated data.

Most add-ins take advantage of the power of the Express data model and
provide a graphical view of a three-dimensional cube of data. In addition,
many add-ins provide support for drill-down, dynamic formatting of the
data, and other online analytical processing (OLAP) features supported by
the Express data model.

A view’s data cube

Like any view, such as a table or VRML graph, an add-in view has an
associated data cube. If an application developer creates one of your add-in
views, he or she can obtain the handle to the associated cube, and can use
the cube properties and Developer’s Toolkit programs to work with the
elements of the cube. These activities are discussed in the Web Agent
User’s Guide.

Similarly you, the add-in developer, can work with the data cube within the
components of your add-in view. However, your focus is more detailed
than that of an application developer, because you are responsible for
positioning individual data values within the display of your view.
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Cursors on a data cube

To give you detailed access to a data cube, the Developer’s Toolkit
provides programs that let you define and work with cursors on a cube. A
cursor specifies a portion of the data in a given cube or a portion of the
information (such as labels) about the data. A cursor gives you the ability to
list out, or otherwise manipulate, the data values and information values for
a cube.

In the design of an add-in view, either the TOHTML program must display
the data and the information about the data, or the TOHTML program must
pass these values to an applet or ActiveX control that is responsible for the
display. In either case, the TOHTML program probably uses Developer’s
Toolkit programs like XWD_DCUR.VALUE to loop through a cursor and
list values out for display.

See Chapter 3 for more information on using cursors to display the data for
an add-in view.

Add-In View Initialization Program
The call to XWD_ADDTYPE

The initialization program for an add-in view specifies “VIEW” instead of
“OBJECT” in the call to XWD_ADDTYPE. Otherwise, it is no different
from an initialization program for an add-in object.

Example of an initialization program

The following is an example initialization program for an add-in view.

DEFINE ACE.CHART.INIT PROGRAM
PROGRAM

call xwd_addtype('ACE.CHART', 'VIEW')
call xwd_addhandler('ACE.CHART', 'TOHTML', -
   'ACE.CHART.TOHTML')
return
END
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Add-In View TOHTML Program
Output of a TOHTML program

The TOHTML program for an add-in view includes one of the following in
its output, depending on the design model being used:

Data enclosed in HTML formatting tags to display the view directly in
a browser. This represents the Express-push model with no applet or
ActiveX control. For a sample TOHTML program, see Sample 1 in
Chapter 4.

An <APPLET> or <OBJECT> tag whose parameters include all the
data an applet or ActiveX control requires to display the view. This
represents the Express-push model with an applet or ActiveX control.
For a sample TOHTML program, see Sample 2 in Chapter 4.

An <APPLET> or <OBJECT> tag whose parameters do not include
data. The applet or ActiveX control will request data from Express on
its own, executing a send-data program. This represents the client-pull
model. For a sample TOHTML program, see Sample 3 in Chapter 4.

Sample output to an applet

The following is an example of the type of output a TOHTML program
might produce when it is including data in its call to an applet.

<APPLET CODE="AceChart" CODEBASE="Rel1"
   HEIGHT=350 WIDTH=500
   <PARAM NAME="Data[0]" VALUE="Alabama 4040587">
   <PARAM NAME="Data[1]" VALUE="Alaska 550034">
   <PARAM NAME="Data[2]" VALUE="Arizona 3665228">
</APPLET>

To produce the <APPLET>, </APPLET>, and <PARAM....> tags, you can
use the HTP.APPLETOPEN, HTP.APPLETCLOSE, and
HTP.APPLETPARAM programs in the Developer’s Toolkit. For the
corresponding ActiveX tags (such as <OBJECT>), use HTP.PRINT or
HTP.PRN.
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OOWA_WSID and OOWA_PREFIX arguments

If the applet or ActiveX control (the client) will request data from Express,
the TOHTML program must pass to the client the contents of one or two
Developer's Toolkit variables. These variables hold part of the URL that the
client must execute in order to retrieve data from a send-data program in
Express. The two variables are OOWA_WSID and OOWA_PREFIX.

The OOWA_WSID variable holds the workspace handle for your Express
session. The client must include the handle in the URL that it executes, so
that Express will run the send-data program within the appropriate context.

The OOWA_PREFIX variable holds the following information:

The virtual directory either for the Web Agent CGI executable
(OOWA.EXE) or for the OOWA cartridge. An example of an
OOWA.EXE virtual directory is “ows-bin/oowa.exe”. An example of a
cartridge virtual directory is “oowa”.

The name of the Express service (i.e., instance). An example of a
service name is “ExpSrv601”.

If Express is configured not to use cookies, OOWA_PREFIX includes
the workspace handle for your Express session. An example of a
workspace handle is “ws0001001440FA”. If Express is configured so
that it does use cookies, the workspace handle is not included in
OOWA_PREFIX. The UseCookie setting in the Web Agent tab of the
Configuration Manager controls whether or not Express uses a cookie
to store the workspace handle.

If Express is configured to use cookies, your TOHTML program must pass
to the client the values of both OOWA_PREFIX and OOWA_WSID. The
client must concatenate the two values to include the workspace handle in
the URL that it will execute to get data from Express. If Express is
configured not to use cookies, OOWA_PREFIX includes the workspace
handle, so your HTML program need only pass its value.

View handle argument

In addition to OOWA_PREFIX (and possibly OOWA_WSID), the
TOHTML program must pass to the applet or ActiveX control the handle to
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the current add-in view. Without this handle, an Express send-data program
cannot identify the view for which data is required.

Add-In View Optional Applet or ActiveX
Control
The job of an applet or ActiveX control

If an applet or ActiveX control is part of your design for an add-in view, its
job is to display Express data in the browser. To do this, it must be
equipped to do one of the following:

Accept Express data through its parameters. Receiving data through
parameters fits into the Express-push model.

Execute a URL that calls a send-data program in Express and accepts
data returned by that program. Receiving data from a send-data
program fits into the client-pull model.

In the client-pull model, the applet or ActiveX control must accept the
values of one or two OOWA variables and the add-in view handle as
parameters from the TOHTML program, as described earlier in this topic.
The values are used in constructing URLs.

URL components

If the applet or ActiveX control executes a URL, it must first construct it in
three parts:

 “HTTP://” followed by the name of the host computer on which
Express Server resides. For applets, the host computer is also the one
from which the applet was downloaded. For ActiveX controls it might
or might not be the computer from which it was downloaded.

The value of OOWA_PREFIX, or the values of both OOWA_PREFIX
and OOWA_WSID — depending on whether Express is configured to
use cookies.

The name of the send-data program and its arguments. One of the
arguments should be the handle to the add-in view instance.
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URL example

The following is a sample URL that an applet or ActiveX control might
execute. Note that “_xwd_4” stands for the handle of the add-in view
instance.

HTTP://cloud.us.oracle.com/ows-bin/oowa.exe/ExpSrv6001/
ws0001001440FA/ace.chart.sndata?_xwd_4

Add-In View Optional Send-Data
Program
Description of a send-data program

In the client-pull model, you must provide an Express program that sends
the data upon the request of the applet or ActiveX control. The data must be
sent as a series of text values, because HTTP is a text-based protocol.
However, the format of the data stream is entirely up to you. Since you are
writing both the Express send-data program that produces the data stream
and the applet or ActiveX control that receives the data stream, you simply
have to make the two agree on the format.

Data stream format

The following are some ideas to keep in mind, as you decide upon the
format of your data stream:

You can use “escape characters” to delimit certain types of data. Tab-
delimited data is common, and you can use certain character sequences
that will never appear within the data.

You can precede the data with a header block that gives some
information about the nature of the data. Perhaps it records a count of
the subsequent characters that represent data values and another count
of the subsequent characters that represent labels.

You can follow the data with parameters that indicate additional
information about the data.
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Argument to the send-data program

An important aspect of a send-data program is that it must accept as an
argument the handle to the view on which it should do its work. Without
this information, the send-data program cannot identify the data cube from
which it should send the data.

Data cube information

Chapter 3 explains how you can work with the data cube associated with an
add-in view, and how you can loop through the cube’s values to produce a
data stream.

Add-In Documentation
Your documentation responsibility

The application developers for whom you are creating an add-in view do
not need to know the intricacies of your TOHTML program, but they do
need to know how to incorporate your add-in into their application.
Therefore, you should not give them this guide. Instead, you should
write-up the instructions they need in order to use your add-in.

Information that you should provide

Depending on the way you have designed your add-in, you should provide
some or all of the following information:

Configuration requirements. The application developer must ensure
that all the components of your add-in are available at run-time.
Therefore, you must document the name of the database and the fact
that it must reside in the ADDINS subdirectory under the directory that
holds all the Web Agent files (e.g.,
\ORANT\OLAP\OES601\OWA110\ADDINS). If an applet or ActiveX
control is part of the configuration, you must document any steps
required for making it available.

Initialization requirements. The application developer’s code must
call your add-in initialization program. Therefore, you must document
the name of the program and how to call it using XWD_ADDIN.INIT.
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Steps for rendering the add-in. The application developer’s code must
create the add-in with a call to a Developer’s Toolkit program like
XWD_CREATE or XWD_VIEW.CREATE. Therefore, you must
explain what call to make and what arguments to use.

Steps for adjusting the display. If you have provided a custom method
for your add-in, you must tell the applications developer how to use it.

Steps for Implementing an Add-In
How to Implement an add-in

This chapter lists the components of an add-in. The following table
summarizes the steps for creating these components and implementing your
add-in.

Step Action

1 Decide on the design model for your add-in.

2 Create your add-in database to contain the Express programs you will write.

3 Write the add-in initialization program.

4 Write the add-in TOHTML program.

5 Optionally, write one or more custom method programs.

6 If it is part of your design, write a Java applet or ActiveX control to display
your add-in.

7 If it is part of your design, write a send-data program to provide data to your
Java applet or ActiveX control.

8 Write documentation to inform application developers about how to include
your add-in in their Web Agent applications.

9 Distribute your add-in components, along with the documentation, to Web
Agent application developers.
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How application developers use your add-in

Once you have implemented and distributed your add-in, Web Agent
application developers can include it in their applications by following
these steps.

Step Action

1 Read the documentation provided by the add-in developer.

2 Ensure that the required software is configured as the add -in's
documentation specifies.

3 Write an application program that makes a Web Agent call like
XWD_CREATE or XWD_VIEW.CREATE to place an instance of the add -in
on an HTML page.

4 If the add-in developer provides one or more custom method programs,
include appropriate calls to them in your application program.
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Chapter 3

Express Data in an Add-In View

Overview
Introduction

This chapter explains how Express data is associated with an add-in view
and how you can manipulate the data for display in your add-in.

In this chapter

Data in an Add-In View

Understanding Data Cubes

Understanding Cursors

Creating and Populating Cursors

Understanding Edge Cursors

Sample Edge Cursor

Methods for Traversing Edge Cursor Rows

Expanded Method for Traversing Edge Cursor Rows

Hierarchical Method for Traversing Edge Cursor Rows

Understanding Data Cursors

Obtaining a Single Value in a Cursor

Programs that Deal with Data Cubes
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Data in an Add-In View
Managing data in views

Application developers using TABLE or VRMLGRAPH views, which are
built into Express Web Agent, do not need to handle the individual data
items that make up a view’s data cube. The Developer’s Toolkit provides
programs for manipulating and displaying the data cube as a whole. This
ease of use is a benefit of built-in views.

In contrast to the way application developers handle data in built-in views,
when you implement an add-in view, you must deal with the data at a finer
level of detail. You must specify the display for each data value, along with
its other characteristics (e.g., its label), in a way that only you can know.
Therefore, you must manage each value that you want to display.

Accessing individual data values

To let you “get your hands on” the data at a detailed level, the Developer’s
Toolkit provides programs that let you define an area of interest (a cursor)
on the data cube. You can then traverse that area, examining one data value
at a time. With this ability, your TOHTML or send-data program can
construct a data stream to be displayed as you wish in HTML code or to be
sent to an applet or ActiveX control for display.

Programs that produce a data stream

Chapter 1 and 2 describe several design models for add-ins. For each of the
models, the data stream is a bit different, as shown in the following table.

Design Model Data Stream Description

Express-push with no
applet or ActiveX control

The TOHTML program produces each data value
enclosed in HTML formatting tags, to display the view in a
browser.

Express-push with an
applet or ActiveX control

The TOHTML program produces each data value
enclosed in <PARAM...> syntax, in order to pass the data
in arguments to an applet or ActiveX control.

Client-pull A send-data program produces a data stream in a format
understandable to an applet or ActiveX control.
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Sample Programs

Chapter 4 provides samples of TOHTML and send-data programs.

Using the HTP.PRINT and HTP.PRN programs

The Web Agent User’s Guide describes how you can use Developer’s
Toolkit programs like HTP.PRINT and HTP.PRN to produce output. In an
ordinary Web Agent application, you use these programs to produce HTML
formatting code for a browser.

In the case of a TOHTML program or send-data program, you can use
HTP.PRINT or HTP.PRN to produce a data stream to be received by a
browser, an applet, or an ActiveX control. And the output might include
HTML formatting codes, <PARAM> tags, or character delimiters.

Depending on the format of your data stream, you might decide to use
either HTP.PRINT or HTP.PRN.

HTP.PRINT appends a newline to the text you specify.

HTP.PRN leaves out the newline.

Reminder: How a data cube is associated with an add-in

An application developer creates an instance of your add-in view with a
command like this one.

call xwd_view.create('ACE.CHART', 'F.SALES', na, na, -
   na, na, 'SALES_CHART')
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This sample call represents the first stage in the following process, which
makes it possible for the Express code implementing your add-in to access
the data for a given instance.

Stage Description

1 The application developer creates an instance of the ACE.CHART view by
calling XWD_VIEW.CREATE.

2 The Developer’s Toolkit creates a data cube using F.SALES data. The data
cube is associated with this instance of the ACE.CHART view, and the
instance is called SALES_CHART.

3 When it is time to render SALES_CHART, the Developer’s Toolkit calls the
TOHTML program for ACE.CHART, passing as an argument the handle to
the view instance.

4 With the view handle, the TOHTML program can use XWD_VIEW.CUBE to
obtain the handle of the associated data cube.

5 With the data cube handle, the TOHTML program has access to all the data
values that are relevant to this instance of the view.

The rest of this chapter

The rest of this chapter provides the information you need to understand
data cubes and their components. With this knowledge, you can write a
TOHTML program or a send-data program that produces a data stream
intended for a browser, a Java applet, or an ActiveX control.

Further Information

To understand the context for creating such a data stream, see Chapters 1
and 2. For example programs, see Chapter 4.
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Understanding Data Cubes
Data cube definition

A data cube is an Express Web Agent object (a DATACUBE object) that is
created by the Developer’s Toolkit when a program like
XWD_VIEW.CREATE creates an instance of a view. The data cube keeps
track of the contents and structure of the data to be displayed in the view
instance.

Data cube edges

A data cube, like its associated view instance, has rows, columns, and
pages. Each of these is referred to as an edge: the row (or down) edge, the
column (or across) edge, and the page edge.

Examining a data cube

The Developer’s Toolkit provides many programs that you can use to learn
about a given data cube. For information about these programs, search for
topics whose titles begin with “XWD_CUBE” in the Express Web Agent
Help system. In addition, the Express Web Agent User’s Guide provides
information about working with data cubes.

Multiple dimensions on an edge

Some views display more than one dimension on a given edge. For
example, the row (or down) edge of a table might include both the TIME
and CHANNEL dimensions, as shown here.

Time Channel

Q1.96 TOTAL
DIRECT
CATALOG

JAN96 TOTAL
DIRECT
CATALOG
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FEB96 TOTAL
DIRECT
CATALOG

MAR96 TOTAL
DIRECT
CATALOG

Edge position on a data cube

The dimensions of a particular view instance and its data cube depend on
the measures specified for the instance. Their positions on the data cube’s
edges depend on any across, down, and page parameters specified in the
application developer’s call to a program like XWD_VIEW.CREATE that
creates the view instance.

Edge nodes

Each dimension on an edge is referred to as an edge node, and each edge
node is numbered. When multiple dimensions (edge nodes) are associated
with a given edge, 0 identifies the fastest-varying dimension, 1 identifies
the next fastest-varying, and so forth.

Edge node selection name property

Each edge node has an associated SELNAME property, which can hold the
name of a saved selection created in Oracle Express Administrator. Such a
saved selection identifies the dimension values included a given edge node.
When the application developer creates an instance of a view by calling a
program like XWD_VIEW.CREATE, he or she can specify the saved
selections for the relevant dimensions.

Edge node and data cube properties

EDGENODE and DATACUBE objects have properties that your
TOHTML program can reference, in order to control the appearance of
dimension values.

Further information

For information about properties, such as SELNAME, see the Express Web
Agent User’s Guide and the Express Web Agent Help system. In addition,
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see the Express Database Administration Guide for information on creating
saved selections.

Measures and edge nodes

Most views display measure names as identifiers for the data, along with
the dimension values. The Developer's Toolkit maintains an internal
dimension in which all measures are listed.

When you use a program like XWD_VIEW.CREATE to create a view (and
a data cube), you specify the measures to be included, and the Developer's
Toolkit ensures that those measures are in the internal measure dimension.
In addition, you specify the edge on which your measures should appear,
and how they should fit with the dimensions on that edge with regard to
fastest-varying to slowest-varying order.

In placing measures along the edge of a data cube, the Developer's Toolkit
handles the internal measure dimension in the same way that it handles the
other dimensions. That is, the measure dimension has its own edge node,
which fits into the fastest-varying to slowest-varying order, and the measure
names on the edge node are the selected values for the measure dimension.

Understanding Cursors
Data and metadata

A data cube, with its component edges and edge nodes, is the store house
for information about the data in a view instance. It holds not only the data
values to be displayed, but also information about those data values. For
example, the data cube records the labels to be used for the row, column,
and page edges. Information about the data is referred to as metadata. In
most cases, a database administrator has created the metadata using the
Express Administrator, as described in the Express Database
Administration Guide.

Purpose of a cursor

In your TOHTML program or your send-data program, you need access to
a data cube’s data and metadata in order to send it for display to a browser,
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an applet, or an ActiveX control. When you want to access a data cube’s
data or metadata, you create a cursor.

Definition of a cursor

A cursor specifies the portion of the data or metadata that you want to
examine. The cursor is said to “contain” the data you specify for it.

There are two types of cursor:

Data cursors, which contain the data values of the measures in the data
cube.

Edge cursors, which contain metadata about the dimension values of
the edge nodes in the data cube.

Multiple cursors

Usually, you create three cursors on a data cube: a data cursor and two edge
cursors. One edge cursor is for the row edge and the other is for the column
edge. You can, if you wish, create a cursor for the page edge; however,
many views do not require one. This is because they use the
XWD_CUBE.PAGING program to present a form to the user for changing
the current page.

Further information

For more information on XWD_CUBE.PAGING, see Chapter 3 and the
Express Web Agent Help system.

Creating and Populating Cursors
Contents of a cursor

Either a data cursor or an edge cursor is said to “contain” values from the
data cube on which it is created. That is, when you create a cursor, you
specify the portion of data or metadata that it should contain. The cursor is
then “populated” with the relevant data or metadata values.
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Procedure for creating and populating cursors

Using Developer’s Toolkit programs, you create and populate a cursor with
the following two-step procedure.

Step Action

1 To create a cursor, call the XWD_CUBE.DCURSOR program  for a data
cursor or the XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR program for an edge cursor. In either
case, specify which data or which types of metadata you want included.

2 To populate the cursor with the specified values, call the
XWD_DCUR.UPDATE program for a data cursor or the
XWD_ECUR.UPDATE program for an edge cursor.

Limiting cursor size

Optionally, you can call the XWD_CUR.LIMIT program to limit the size of
the cursor. This step can be important when you have massive amounts of
data that might be sent to a browser. To examine the size of a data cube,
use the XWD_CUR.COLS, XWD_CUR.ROWS, and XWD_CUR.PAGES
programs.

After you call XWD_CUR.LIMIT, update the cursor values by calling
XWD_DCUR.UPDATE or XWD_ECUR.UPDATE. If you wish, you can
call XWD_CUR.LIMIT just after you create a cursor, but before you
populate it.

Related information

For detailed information the Developer’s Toolkit programs that create and
populate cursors, search for the following topics in the Express Web Agent
Help system:

“XWD_CUBE.DCURSOR”
“XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR”
“XWD_CUR.LIMIT”
“XWD_DCUR.UPDATE”
“XWD_ECUR.UPDATE”
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The next few topics

Most likely, after you have created and populated a cursor, you will want to
traverse its values in order to create a data stream to send to a browser, an
applet, or an ActiveX control. In order to traverse the values of a cursor,
you must understand its structure. The following topics explain the
structure of edge cursors and data cursors, and they discuss ways to obtain
values from cursors.

Understanding Edge Cursors

Methods for Traversing Edge Cursor Rows

Expanded Method for Traversing Edge Cursor Rows

Hierarchical Method for Traversing Edge Cursor Rows

Understanding Edge Cursors
Contents of an edge cursor

An edge cursor contains metadata for each dimension value on a given edge
of a data cube. For example, the row edge of a data cube might include two
dimensions, TIME and CHANNEL. The row edge would have two edge
nodes (one for each dimension), and an edge cursor created for that edge
would have metadata for every value of TIME and every value of
CHANNEL that is selected for the data cube.

Remember that the names of measures included in an edge are treated as
dimension values of the internal measure dimension, which has its own
edge node.

Metadata types in an edge cursor

When you create an edge cursor, you can include some or all of the
following types of metadata for a dimension’s values:

Dimension value name

Long label

Short label

Indent level (if there is a hierarchy)
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Drill state for children only (if there is a hierarchy)

Drill state for children and parents  (if there is a hierarchy)

Further Information

For information about labels and hierarchies, see the Express Database
Administration Guide.

Dimensions of an edge cursor

An edge cursor holds quite a bit of information about an edge. For every
edge node, there is a list of dimension values. For every dimension value in
the edge node, there are one to six items of metadata. And there can be
several edge nodes. To keep all this information, an edge cursor has three
dimensions: page, column, and row. the following table describes the
information stored on each dimension.

Dimension Contents Description

Page The edge nodes for the edge. Thus, one “page -slice” of the cursor
holds all the metadata for a single dimension represented on the edge.

Column The types of metadata included in the cursor. All edge nodes on a given
edge include the same metadata. The possible columns are: VALUE,
LONGLABEL, SHORTLABEL, INDENT, DRILLSTATE, and
DRILLSTATE1. A given edge cursor can have one or more of these
columns.

Row The dimension values selected for the cursor’s edge nodes. If there are
multiple edge nodes on the edge, the edge cursor’s row dimension
values represent every possible combination of all the selected values
in all the edge’s dimensions.

An edge cursor’s row dimension

The edge cursor’s row dimension is complicated by the fact that it must
have a value for every possible combination of the selected values in all the
dimensions of the edge. For example, a single edge might have to display
all the value combinations of the TIME and CHANNEL dimensions.

Repeated edge cursor dimension values

In order to represent every combination, the values of each dimension are
repeated. And the principle used by the Developer’s Toolkit for ordering
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these repetitions is based on the concept of faster-varying and slower-
varying dimensions.

In our example, if CHANNEL is the fastest-varying dimension and TIME
is the slowest-varying, there would be one edge row dimension value for
each of the following combinations, and they would appear in this order:

Q1.96 — TOTAL
Q1.96 — DIRECT
Q1.96 — CATALOG
JAN96 — TOTAL
JAN96 — DIRECT
JAN96 — CATALOG
FEB96 — TOTAL
FEB96 — DIRECT
FEB96 — CATALOG
MAR96 — TOTAL
MAR96 — DIRECT
MAR96 — CATALOG

Pattern for repeated edge cursor dimension values

In the VALUE column for the page-slice devoted to the fastest-varying
dimension (CHANNEL), the value names appear one after the other in a
series (TOTAL/DIRECT/CATALOG). When one series is complete,
another series begins, until all the combinations have been exhausted.

In the VALUE column for the page-slice devoted to the slowest-varying
dimension (TIME), the value names repeat (Q1.96/Q1.96/Q1.96) for the
whole series of the faster-varying dimension, then the next value name
repeats (JAN96/JAN/96/JAN96), until all the combinations have been
exhausted.

Sample Edge Cursor
Characteristics of the edge cursor

To help our understanding of the structure of an edge cursor, we can focus
on an example edge cursor that has the following characteristics:
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The cursor is defined on the row edge of the data cube.

The row edge has two edge nodes, one for the TIME dimension and one
for the CHANNEL dimension. Therefore, there are two pages in the
edge cursor.

The cursor includes three types of metadata: the dimension value name,
the long label, and the drill state for children only. Therefore, there are
three columns in the edge cursor.

The selections for the edge nodes specify that the TIME dimension
should include Q1.96, JAN96, FEB96, and MAR96 and the
CHANNEL dimension should include TOTAL, DIRECT, and
CATALOG. Therefore, there are twelve rows in the edge cursor (one
for each combination).

Code that creates the edge cursor

The following call creates our sample cursor on the row (down) edge of a
data cube.

call xwd_cube.ecursor(hcube, 'ROW'. -
   'VALUE\nLONGLABEL\nDRILLSTATE')
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Values of the edge cursor

The two pages of our sample edge cursor have the following values:

Page for Edge Node 1 (TIME) Page for Edge Node 0 (CHANNEL)

Value Label Drill state Value Label Drill state

Q1.96 First Quarter 96 1 TOTAL Total 1

Q1.96 First Quarter 96 1 DIRECT Direct 0

Q1.96 First Quarter 96 1 CATALOG Catalog 0

JAN96 January 96 0 TOTAL Total 1

JAN96 January 96 0 DIRECT Direct 0

JAN96 January 96 0 CATALOG Catalog 0

FEB96 February 96 0 TOTAL Total 1

FEB96 February 96 0 DIRECT Direct 0

FEB96 February 96 0 CATALOG Catalog 0

MAR96 March 96 0 TOTAL Total 1

MAR96 March 96 0 DIRECT Direct 0

MAR96 March 96 0 CATALOG Catalog 0

Diagram of the edge cursor

The following is a visual representation of our sample edge cursor.

Q1.96 - TOTAL
Q1.96 - DIRECT
Q1.96 - CATALOG
JAN96 - TOTAL
JAN96 - DIRECT
JAN96 - CATALOG
FEB96 - TOTAL
FEB96 - DIRECT
FEB96 - CATALOG
MAR96 - TOTAL
MAR96 - DIRECT
MAR96 - CATALOG

CHANNEL

TIME

Value  Label Drill State
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Methods for Traversing Edge Cursor
Rows
Reason for traversing rows

You traverse the rows of an edge cursor, obtaining one value at a time, in
order to create a data stream to be sent to a browser, an applet, or an
ActiveX control. The way you traverse the rows depends on the values you
want to include in the data stream and the order in which you want to send
them.

Two methods for traversing rows

In general, when there is more than one edge node on an edge, you traverse
the edge cursor rows in one of the following two ways:

Method Name Method Description

Expanded Repeat values of slower-varying dimensions for each value of
faster-varying dimension. Do not skip values.

Hierarchical Do not repeat values of slower-varying dimensions for each
value of faster-varying dimensions. Skip values.

Explanation of the two methods

The next two topics explain these two methods. The method you choose
depends on the way you want to display the metadata in your add-in view.

Expanded Method for Traversing Edge
Cursor Rows
Results of the expanded method

The expanded method for traversing edge cursor rows results in the values
of slower-varying dimensions being repeated for each value of faster-
varying dimensions. You simply loop over the pages and rows, obtaining
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one cursor value at a time, to create a data stream that includes metadata for
every row in the edge cursor.

Example of the expanded list

Using our edge cursor for TIME and CHANNEL, we might produce a list
of long labels that repeats in the following way:

First Quarter 96 Total
First Quarter 96 Direct
First Quarter 96 Catalog
January 96 Total
January 96 Direct
January 96 Catalog
February 96 Total
February 96 Direct
February 96 Catalog
March 96 Total
March 96 Direct
March 96 Catalog

Looping strategy for the expanded method

Setting up the loops for traversing an edge cursor with the expanded
method requires that you know the number of pages, columns, and rows in
the cursor. The Developer’s Toolkit provides three programs for obtaining
these numbers. For data cursors, you can use an additional pair of programs
to obtain the highest and lowest numeric value in the cursor.

Further information

For information about using the programs that give you cursor information,
search for the following topics in the Express Web Agent Help system:

“XWD_CUR.PAGES”
“XWD_CUR.COLS”
“XWD_CUR.ROWS”
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Hierarchical Method for Traversing
Edge Cursor Rows
Results of the hierarchical method

The hierarchical method for traversing edge cursor rows results in values of
slower-varying dimensions being skipped, so that they are not repeated for
each value of faster-varying dimensions.

Example of a hierarchical list

If we examine our edge cursor for TIME and CHANNEL, but we use the
hierarchical method for traversing the rows, our data stream would produce
the following list of long labels. Note that some of the TIME labels are
skipped, but the CHANNEL labels are repeated as they are in the expanded
method.

First Quarter 96 Total
Direct
Catalog

January 96 Total
Direct
Catalog

February 96 Total
Direct
Catalog

March 96 Total
Direct
Catalog

Looping information

To devise your looping strategy for a hierarchical display, you must use
several pieces of information.

You must know the number of rows in the cursor. You can use
XWD_CUR.ROWS to obtain this number.

You must remember that the fastest-varying edge node is numbered 0,
the next fastest is numbered 1, and so forth.
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You must obtain the statlen and span for the dimension on each edge
node. These terms are explained here.

Definition of statlen

The statlen (status length) for a given edge node is the number of
dimension values selected for its dimension. This number depends on a
saved selection for the edge node or on the current status of the dimension.
You can obtain the statlen for a given edge node using the
XWD_CUBE.ENSTAT program.

Definition of span

The span for a given edge node is its “skipping distance.” The span is a
count of the number of times the values of a dimension would appear on an
edge if no values were skipped — for example, if you used the expanded
method for presenting the values.

The span for the fastest-varying dimension is 1, because each value
appears once.

The span for additional dimensions is the product of the span and the
statlen of the adjacent faster-varying edge node. Each value appears
“span” times.

You can obtain the span for a given edge node using the
XWD_CUBE.ENSPAN program.

Looping strategy for the hierarchical method

When you devise your looping strategy using the hierarchical method, you
display one out of every span values, and you skip the others. You can
obtain the span for a given edge node using the XWD_CUBE.ENSPAN
program.

For our example edge cursor, the span of the edge node containing the
CHANNEL dimension is 1; its statlen is 3. The span of the edge node
containing the TIME dimension is 3; its statlen is 4.

You can obtain the product of the statlen and the span for a given edge
node using the XWD_CUBE.ENMULT program.
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Further information

For details on using the statlen and span programs, search for the following
topics in the Express Web Agent Help system:

“XWD_CUBE.ENSTAT”
“XWD_CUBE.ENSPAN”
“XWD_CUBE.ENMULT”

Understanding Data Cursors
Dimensions of a data cursor

A data cursor contains data values from the measures that are in a given
data cube. The first three dimensions of a data cursor correspond to the
three edges (row, column, and page) of the data cube.

A data cursor’s fourth dimension is called the data layer dimension. Its
purpose is to allow for the storage of multiple layers of cell-by-cell
information. The following table describes the two layers that are currently
supported.

Layer Name Contents

VALUE Unformatted data values

FORMATTEDVALUE Data values formatted according to the relevant properties
for the objects associated with the data cube.

Reminder: How to create a data cursor

To create a data cursor, use the XWD_CUBE.DCURSOR program,
specifying the data cube on which you want the cursor created.

Traversing a data cursor

To create a data stream from a data cursor, you simply choose a data layer
and loop over the pages, rows, and columns of the cursor. Ordinarily, there
is no reason to skip over or change the order of the cells in a data cube.
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Further information

For information about using the programs that give you data cursor
information, search for the following topics in the Express Web Agent Help
system:

“XWD_CUR.PAGES”
“XWD_CUR.COLS”
“XWD_CUR.ROWS”
“XWD_DCUR.HIGHVAL”
“XWD_DCUR.LOWVAL”

Obtaining a Single Value in a Cursor
Traversing a cursor

This chapter discusses methods for traversing edge cursors and data
cursors. The methods involve looping over the dimensions of the cursor in
order to create a data stream for a browser, an applet, or an ActiveX
control.

The point of the looping is to obtain a series of values from the cursor. For
a data cursor, you obtain one data value after another; for an edge cursor,
you obtain one item of metadata after another.

Obtaining a value

At the heart of every loop is a call to a Developer’s Toolkit program that
returns one value from the cursor. In the case of a data cursor, you call
XWD_DCUR.VALUE. For an edge cursor, you call
XWD_ECUR.VALUE.

For specific information about these programs, search for the following
topics in the Express Web Agent Help system:

“XWD_DCUR.VALUE”
“XWD_ECUR.VALUE”
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Programs that Deal with Data Cubes
Overview of data cube programs

The Developer’s Toolkit provides the following groups of programs for
working with data cubes and their components:

Programs for manipulating data cubes

Programs for creating and populating cursors

Programs for accessing cursor values

A program for creating a paging form

Programs for manipulating data cubes

The programs listed here help you to examine and alter the characteristics
of the data cubes with which you work. Some give you information about
the rows, columns, pages, edges, edge nodes, and measures associated with
a given data cube. Others let you set values associated with a data cube.

Programs for Manipulating Data Cubes

XWD_CUBE.COLS XWD_CUBE.GETEN XWD_CUBE.PAGING

XWD_CUBE.DIMEDGE XWD_CUBE.GETEND XWD_CUBE. ROTATE

XWD_CUBE.DIMEN XWD_CUBE. GETMEAS XWD_CUBE. ROTEDG

XWD_CUBE. DRILL XWD_CUBE. GETPG XWD_CUBE. ROWS

XWD_CUBE. EDEPTH XWD_CUBE.GETSTAT XWD_CUBE. SETPG

XWD_CUBE. ENMULT XWD_CUBE.MCOUNT XWD_CUBE. SETSEL

XWD_CUBE. ENSPAN XWD_CUBE.NTHMEAS XWD_CUBE.SETSTAT

XWD_CUBE. ENSTAT XWD_CUBE.PAGES XWD_CUBE.TOCSV

Further Information

Some of these programs are discussed in this chapter. For details on using
the programs, search for their topics in the Express Web Agent Help
system.
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Programs for creating and populating cursors

The programs listed here enable you to create and populate cursors.

Programs for Creating and Populating Cursors

XWD_CUBE.DCURSOR XWD_DCUR.UPDATE

XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR XWD_ECUR.UPDATE

XWD_CUR.LIMIT

Further Information

All of these programs are discussed in this chapter. For details on using the
programs, search for their topics in the Express Web Agent Help system.

Programs for accessing cursor values

The programs listed here enable you to access the values of a cursor.

Programs for Accessing Cursors

XWD_CUR.COLS XWD_DCUR.LOWVAL

XWD_CUR.ROWS XWD_DCUR.VALUE

XWD_CUR.PAGES XWD_ECUR.VALUE

XWD_DCUR.HIGHVAL

Further Information

All of these programs are discussed in this chapter. For details on using the
programs, search for their topics in the Express Web Agent Help system.

A program for creating a paging form

The Developer's Toolkit includes a handy program, called
XWD_CUBE.PAGING, that produces HTML tags for presenting a form to
the user. This form lets the user change the current page of the data cube
that is being displayed.

The most likely place to use this program is in a TOHTML program that is
part of an add-in designed according to the Express-push model without an
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applet or ActiveX control. In this model, your TOHTML program creates
the tags that display an entire HTML page.

Further Information

For details on XWD_CUBE.PAGING, see the Express Web Agent Help
system.
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Chapter 4

Sample Programs

Overview
Introduction

This chapter presents sample programs for three add-in design models. The
samples do not include all the programs required for an add-in
implementation. Instead, the programs focus on the way you handle
Express data for display in an add-in view.

In this chapter

Overview of Sample Programs

Sample 1: Express-Push with No Applet or ActiveX Control

Sample 2: Express-Push with an Applet or ActiveX Control

Sample 3: Client-Pull

Overview of Sample Programs
TOHTML programs for three design models

This manual describes how to write Express code that implements an
add-in view. An essential part of any add-in is the TOHTML program that
tells Express Web Agent how to display the data for the view.
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The way you implement the TOHTML program for a given add-in depends
on the design model used for the add-in:

For the Express-push model with no applet or ActiveX control, the
TOHTML program produces output to display the view in a browser.
The data is enclosed in HTML tags.

For the Express-push model with an applet or ActiveX control, the
TOHTML program produces output that includes an <APPLET> or
<OBJECT> tag whose parameters include the data.

For the client-pull model, the TOHTML program produces output that
includes an <APPLET> or <OBJECT> tag, but no data is included.
Instead, the add-in implementation includes a send-data program that
produces the data in a form understandable to the applet or ActiveX
control.

The three sample programs in this chapter conform to these three design
models.

Disclaimer for the samples

The samples in this chapter are meant to give a general idea of how a
TOHTML or send-data program might be written. The programs have been
assembled from Express Web Agent internal programs that perform
functions similar to those required for an add-in. Names have been changed
to protect the identities of internal routines. The programs have not been
thoroughly tested.

Word-wrap in the samples

As shown in this chapter, a few program lines wrap to more than one
printed line. If you use one of these lines as a model for your own line of
code, be sure to keep the text on a single line. That is, do not place a
carriage return at the end of the first printed line as it is shown here. To
recognize the word-wrapped extension of a line of code, notice that it
begins — unexpectedly — at the left text margin.
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Sample 1: Express-Push with No
Applet or ActiveX Control
About Sample 1

This TOHTML program, which is part of an add-in conforming to the
Express-push model with no applet or ActiveX control, produces a data
stream in which data and metadata values are enclosed in HTML tags. The
program has the following characteristics:

It uses the HTP.TABLEOPEN, HTP.TABLEHEADER,
HTP.TABLEROWOPEN, HTP.TABLEROWCL, HTP.TABLEDATA,
and HTP.TABLECLOSE programs to produce a table view for display
in a browser.

It deals with metadata for longlabels, drill state, and indent. For drilling,
it calls a separate program called A_DRILLANCPRG, which is not
included here.

It handles hierarchical data based on the span and statlen of an edge
node. That is, it uses the hierarchical method for traversing edge cursor
rows, as described in Chapter 3

It calls XWD_CUBE.PAGING to present the user with a form for
changing the current page of the data cube.

Sample 1 TOHTML program

DEFINE A.TABLE.TOHTML PROGRAM
PROGRAM
arg htable               text

vrb hcube                text
vrb hcolcur              text
vrb hrowcur              text
vrb hdatacur             text
vrb hedgenode            text

vrb a_tableheader        text
vrb a_rowopen            boolean
vrb a_edgenodes          integer
vrb a_edgenode           integer
vrb a_statlen            integer
vrb a_span               integer
vrb a_row                integer
vrb a_emptycols          integer
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vrb a_emptycol           integer
vrb a_hierarchical       boolean
vrb a_dimension          text
vrb a_drillstate         integer
vrb a_cols               integer
vrb a_col                integer
vrb a_label              text
vrb a_rows               integer
vrb a_value              text
vrb a_indent             integer
vrb a_hierarchy          text

trap on SYSERR noprint

" get the data cube
hcube = XWD_VIEW.CUBE(htable)

" create the cursors
hcolcur = XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR(hcube, 'COLUMN', -
   'VALUE\nLONGLABEL\nDRILLSTATE')
call XWD_ECUR.UPDATE(hcolcur)

hrowcur = XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR(hcube, 'ROW', -
   'VALUE\nLONGLABEL\nDRILLSTATE\nINDENT')
call XWD_ECUR.UPDATE(hrowcur)

hdatacur = XWD_CUBE.DCURSOR(hcube, 'VALUE')
call XWD_CUR.LIMIT(hdatacur, na, na, na, na, 0, 1)
call XWD_DCUR.UPDATE(hdatacur)

" create the form with the paging controls
call XWD_CUBE.PAGING(hcube)

" start generating HTML
call htp.tableOpen(yes)

" skip the appropriate number of columns
a_emptycols = XWD_CUR.PAGES(hrowcur)

" create the across labels
a_edgenodes = XWD_CUR.PAGES(hcolcur)
a_rows = XWD_CUR.ROWS(hcolcur)
a_edgenode = a_edgenodes - 1
while a_edgenode ge 0
do
   a_emptycol = 1
   while a_emptycol le a_emptycols
   do
      call htp.tableHeader
      a_emptycol = a_emptycol + 1
   doend

   hedgenode = XWD_CUBE.GETEN(hcube, 'COLUMN', a_edgenode)
   a_dimension = XWD_GETPROPVAL(hedgenode, 'DIMENSION')
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   a_hierarchy = nafill(XWD_GETPROPVAL(hedgenode, -
      'HIERARCHY'), 'NONE')
   a_hierarchical = a_hierarchy ne '' and a_hierarchy ne 'NONE'
   a_span = XWD_CUBE.ENSPAN(hcube, 'COLUMN', a_edgenode)
   a_statlen = XWD_CUBE.ENSTAT(hcube, 'COLUMN', a_edgenode)
   a_row = 0
   while a_row lt a_rows
   do
      if a_hierarchical
      then do
         a_drillstate = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hcolcur, a_edgenode, -
            a_row, 'DRILLSTATE')
         a_value = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hcolcur, a_edgenode, -
            a_row, 'VALUE')
         a_label = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hcolcur, a_edgenode, -
            a_row, 'LONGLABEL')
         a_tableheader = if a_drillstate gt 0 -
               then htf.anchor(_xwd_DRILLANCPRG(a_dimension,-
                  a_value), a_label)-
               else a_label
      doend
         else a_tableheader = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hcolcur, -
            a_edgenode, a_row, 'LONGLABEL')
      call htp.tableHeader(a_tableheader, na, na, true, na, -
         a_span)
      a_row = a_row + a_span
   doend
   call htp.tableRowCl
   a_edgenode = a_edgenode - 1
doend

a_rowopen = false
a_edgenodes = XWD_CUR.PAGES(hrowcur)
a_cols = XWD_CUR.COLS(hdatacur)
a_rows = XWD_CUR.ROWS(hdatacur)
a_row = 0
while a_row lt a_rows
do
   a_edgenode = a_edgenodes - 1
   while a_edgenode ge 0
   do
      if not a_rowopen
      then do
         call htp.tableRowOpen
         a_rowopen = true
      doend

      a_statlen = XWD_CUBE.ENSTAT(hcube, 'ROW', a_edgenode)
      a_span = XWD_CUBE.ENSPAN(hcube, 'ROW', a_edgenode)

      if rem(a_row + 1, a_span) eq 1 or a_span eq 1
      then do
         hedgenode = XWD_CUBE.GETEN(hcube, 'ROW', a_edgenode)
         a_dimension = XWD_GETPROPVAL(hedgenode, 'DIMENSION')
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         a_hierarchy = nafill(XWD_GETPROPVAL(hedgenode, -
            'HIERARCHY'), 'NONE')
         a_hierarchical = a_hierarchy ne '' and a_hierarchy -
            ne 'NONE'
         if a_hierarchical
         then do
            a_drillstate = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hrowcur, -
               a_edgenode, a_row, 'DRILLSTATE')
            a_value = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hrowcur, a_edgenode, -
               a_row, 'VALUE')
            a_label = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hrowcur, a_edgenode, -
               a_row, 'LONGLABEL')
            a_indent = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hrowcur, a_edgenode, -
               a_row, 'INDENT')
            a_tableheader = if a_drillstate gt 0 -
                  then htf.anchor(_xwd_DRILLANCPRG -
                     (a_dimension, a_value), a_label)-
                  else a_label
            a_tableheader = joinchars(extchars -
               (XW_INDENTSTRING, 1, a_indent * 12), -
                  a_tableheader)
         doend
            else a_tableheader = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hrowcur, -
               a_edgenode, a_row, 'LONGLABEL')
         call htp.tableHeader(a_tableheader, 'LEFT', na, -
               true, a_span, na)
      doend
      a_edgenode = a_edgenode - 1
      doend

      a_col = 0
      while a_col lt a_cols
      do
         call htp.tableData(XWD_DCUR.VALUE(hdatacur, a_col, -
            a_row, 0, 'VALUE'), 'RIGHT')
         a_col = a_col + 1
      doend
   call htp.tableRowCl
   a_rowopen = false
   a_row = a_row + 1
doend

call htp.tableClose
return true

SYSERR:
return false

END
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Sample 2: Express-Push with an
Applet or ActiveX Control
About Sample 2

This TOHTML program, which is part of an add-in conforming to the
Express-push model with an ActiveX control, produces a data stream in
which data values are enclosed in <OBJECT> and <PARAM...> tags. The
program has the following characteristics.

It uses the HTP.PRINT program to produce a data stream for the
browser. It contains the data required for an ActiveX control to display
a chart.

It deals with metadata for long and short labels.

It uses the expanded method for traversing edge cursor rows, as
described in Chapter 3.

It references two properties, TITLE and SUBTITLE, which have been
defined elsewhere for the add-in chart object.

It creates a legend under the chart with a separate <OBJECT> tag.

Sample 2 TOHTML program

DEFINE ACE.CHART.TOHTML PROGRAM
PROGRAM
arg hchart               text

vrb hcube                text
vrb hcolcur              text
vrb hrowcur              text
vrb hdatacur             text
vrb hpagecur             text

vrb a_row                integer
vrb a_emptycols          integer
vrb a_emptycol           integer
vrb a_label              text
vrb a_rows               integer
vrb a_value              text
vrb a_title              text
vrb a_subtitle           text
vrb a_rownumtext         text

trap on SYSERR
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" get the data cube
hcube = XWD_VIEW.CUBE(hchart)

" create the cursors
hcolcur = XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR(hcube, 'COLUMN', 'LONGLABEL')
call XWD_ECUR.UPDATE(hcolcur)

hrowcur = XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR(hcube, 'ROW', 'SHORTLABEL')
call XWD_ECUR.UPDATE(hrowcur)

hpagecur = XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR(hcube, 'PAGE', 'LONGLABEL')
call XWD_ECUR.UPDATE(hpagecur)

hdatacur = XWD_CUBE.DCURSOR(hcube, 'VALUE')
call XWD_CUR.LIMIT(hdatacur, na, na, na, na, 0, 1)
call XWD_DCUR.UPDATE(hdatacur)

call htp.print (joinlines( -
    '<OBJECT ID="DBChart1" WIDTH=500 HEIGHT=350 STANDBY="Loading
AceChart Software\'s DBChart Control"' -
     'CLASSID="CLSID:A1F66360-D994-11CF-9BD7-0000C0044CBE"' -
     'CODEBASE="/activex/dbchart.ocx#Version1,1,0,73">' -
        '<PARAM NAME="_Version"        VALUE="65536">' -
        '<PARAM NAME="_ExtentX"        VALUE="13229">' -
        '<PARAM NAME="_ExtentY"        VALUE="9278">'-
        '<PARAM NAME="_StockProps"     VALUE="1">'-
        '<PARAM NAME="SpatialDataType" VALUE="ChartInfo">'-
        '<PARAM NAME="SpatialDataName"
VALUE="&quot;/activex/world_ll.tab&quot;
&quot;/activex/us_state.tab&quot;">' -
     ))

a_rows = XWD_CUR.ROWS(hdatacur)
call htp.print (joinlines( -
     joinchars('<PARAM NAME="Rows" VALUE="', a_rows, '">')-
     '<PARAM NAME="Columns" VALUE="2">' -
))

a_row = 0
a_value = na

while a_row lt a_rows
do
   a_rownumtext = convert(a_row, TEXT, 0)
   a_value = joinlines(a_value, -
        joinchars('<PARAM NAME="Data[', -
         a_rownumtext, -
            ']" VALUE="', -
         XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hrowcur, 0, a_row, 'SHORTLABEL'), -
            '\x09', -
            XWD_DCUR.VALUE(hdatacur, 0, a_row, 0, 'VALUE'), -
            '">') -
   )
   a_row = a_row + 1
doend
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call htp.print (a_value)
call htp.print ('</OBJECT>')

" for column and page edges, write code to do similar looping

" do the legend

a_title = XWD_GETPROPVAL(hchart, 'NAME')
a_title = nafill(a_title, 'AceChart Chart')
a_subtitle = XWD_GETPROPVAL(hchart, 'SUBTITLE')
a_subtitle = nafill(a_subtitle, 'Page')

call htp.print (joinlines('<OBJECT ID="Legend1" WIDTH=200
HEIGHT=300 STANDBY="Loading AceChart Software\'s Legend
Control"'-
  'CLASSID="CLSID:867CDAA1-D9AE-11CF-9BD7-0000C0044CBE"'-
  'CODEBASE="/activex/legend.ocx#Version=1,1,0,72">'-
    '<PARAM NAME="_Version" VALUE="65536">'-
    '<PARAM NAME="_ExtentX" VALUE="7056">'-
    '<PARAM NAME="_ExtentY" VALUE="10583">'-
    '<PARAM NAME="_StockProps" VALUE="13">'-
    joinchars('<PARAM NAME="Title" VALUE="', a_title, '">') -
    joinchars('<PARAM NAME="SubTitle" VALUE="', a_subtitle, '">')
-
))

return TRUE

SYSERR:
return false

END
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Sample 3: Client-Pull
About Sample 3

This sample includes both a TOHTML program and a send-data program,
because the add-in conforms to the client-pull model.

The TOHTML program has the following characteristics:

It uses the HTP.PRINT program to produce a data stream for the
browser, telling it to launch the appropriate ActiveX control.

As parameters to the ActiveX control, it passes the value of
OOWA_PREFIX and the handle of the view to be displayed.

The send-data program has the following characteristics:

It uses both the HTP.PRINT and HTP.PRN programs to produce a tab-
delimited data stream, containing the data for display by the ActiveX
control.

It is called when the ActiveX control executes a URL that specifies its
name and two arguments. The arguments are the handle of the view for
which data is required and a boolean value indicating whether the
program should use the hierarchical method for creating the data
stream.

It deals with metadata for long labels and indent.

Sample 3 TOHTML program

DEFINE XYZ.GRAPH.TOHTML PROGRAM
PROGRAM

arg hview               text

trap on SYSERR

call htp.print (joinlines( -
    '<OBJECT ID="DBChart1" WIDTH=500 HEIGHT=350 STANDBY="Loading
AceChart Software\'s DBChart Control"' -
     'CLASSID="CLSID:A1F66360-D994-11CF-9BD7-0000C0044CBE"' -
     'CODEBASE="/activex/dbchart.ocx#Version1,1,0,73">' -
        '<PARAM NAME="_Version" VALUE="65536">' -
        '<PARAM NAME="_ExtentX" VALUE="13229">' -
        '<PARAM NAME="_ExtentY" VALUE="9278">'-
        '<PARAM NAME="_StockProps" VALUE="1">'-
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        '<PARAM NAME="SpatialDataType" VALUE="ChartInfo">'-
        '<PARAM NAME="SpatialDataName"
VALUE="&quot;/activex/world_ll.tab&quot;
&quot;/activex/us_state.tab&quot;">' -
        joinchars('<PARAM NAME="URLComponent" VALUE="',
oowa_prefix, '">') -
        joinchars('<PARAM NAME="ViewHandle" VALUE="', hview,
'">') -
'</OBJECT>' ))

return true

SYSERR:
return false
END

Sample 3 send-data program

DEFINE XYZ.GRAPH.SNDATA PROGRAM
PROGRAM
arg hview                text
arg x_hierlabels         boolean

vrb hcube                text
vrb hcolcur              text
vrb hrowcur              text
vrb hpagecur             text
vrb hdatacur             text
vrb hedgenode            text

vrb i                    integer
vrb x_tableheader        text
vrb x_rowopen            boolean
vrb x_edgenodes          integer
vrb x_edgenode           integer
vrb x_statlen            integer
vrb x_span               integer
vrb x_row                integer
vrb x_emptycols          integer
vrb x_emptycol           integer
vrb x_hierarchical       boolean
vrb x_dimension          text
vrb x_drillstate         integer
vrb x_cols               integer
vrb x_col                integer
vrb x_label              text
vrb x_rows               integer
vrb x_value              text
vrb x_indent             integer
vrb x_tab                text
vrb x_newline            text
vrb x_34spaces           text
vrb x_nextlabel          integer

trap on SYSERR
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x_hierlabels = nafill(x_hierlabels, yes)

" set the delimiters once
x_tab = '\x09'
x_newline = '\x0a'
x_34spaces = '                                  '

" get the data cube
hcube = XWD_VIEW.CUBE(hview)

" create the cursors
hcolcur = XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR(hcube, 'COLUMN', 'LONGLABEL')
call XWD_ECUR.UPDATE(hcolcur)

hrowcur = XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR(hcube, 'ROW', 'LONGLABEL\nINDENT')
call XWD_ECUR.UPDATE(hrowcur)

hpagecur = XWD_CUBE.ECURSOR(hcube, 'PAGE', 'LONGLABEL')
call XWD_ECUR.UPDATE(hpagecur)

hdatacur = XWD_CUBE.DCURSOR(hcube, 'VALUE')
call XWD_CUR.LIMIT(hdatacur, na, na, na, na, 0, 1)
call XWD_DCUR.UPDATE(hdatacur)

x_edgenodes = XWD_CUBE.EDEPTH(hcube, 'PAGE')
i = 0
while i lt x_edgenodes
do
   hedgenode = XWD_CUBE.GETEN(hcube, 'PAGE', i)
   x_dimension = XWD_GETPROPVAL(hedgenode, 'DESCRIPTION')
   call htp.print (joinchars('"', x_dimension, ':"\x09"'
XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hpagecur, i, 0, 'LONGLABEL'), '"'))
   i = i + 1
doend

call htp.print ('""')

" skip the appropriate number of columns
x_emptycols = XWD_CUR.PAGES(hrowcur)

" create the across labels
x_edgenodes = XWD_CUR.PAGES(hcolcur)
x_rows = XWD_CUR.ROWS(hcolcur)
x_edgenode = x_edgenodes - 1
while x_edgenode ge 0
do
   x_emptycol = 1
   while x_emptycol le x_emptycols
   do
      call htp.prn (x_tab )
      x_emptycol = x_emptycol + 1
   doend

   hedgenode = XWD_CUBE.GETEN(hcube, 'COLUMN', x_edgenode)
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   x_dimension = XWD_GETPROPVAL(hedgenode, 'DIMENSION')
   x_hierarchical = nafill(XWD_GETPROPVAL(hedgenode, -
      'HIERARCHY'), 'NONE') ne 'NONE'
   x_span = XWD_CUBE.ENSPAN(hcube, 'COLUMN', x_edgenode)
   x_statlen = XWD_CUBE.ENSTAT(hcube, 'COLUMN', x_edgenode)
   x_row = 0
   while x_row lt x_rows
   do
      if x_hierarchical
      then do
         x_label = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hcolcur, x_edgenode, -
            x_row, 'LONGLABEL')
         x_tableheader = x_label
      doend
         else x_tableheader = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hcolcur, -
            x_edgenode, x_row, 'LONGLABEL')
      call htp.prn (joinchars('"', x_tableheader, '"') )
      if x_hierlabels
      then do
         x_nextlabel = x_row + x_span
         while x_row lt x_nextlabel
         do
            call htp.prn (x_tab)
            x_row = x_row + 1
         doend
      doend
      else do
         call htp.prn (x_tab)
         x_row = x_row + 1
      doend
   doend
   call htp.prn (x_newline)
   x_edgenode = x_edgenode - 1
doend

x_rowopen = false
x_edgenodes = XWD_CUR.PAGES(hrowcur)
x_cols = XWD_CUR.COLS(hdatacur)
x_rows = XWD_CUR.ROWS(hdatacur)
x_row = 0
while x_row lt x_rows
do
   x_edgenode = x_edgenodes - 1
   while x_edgenode ge 0
   do
      if not x_rowopen
      then do
         x_rowopen = true
      doend

      x_statlen = XWD_CUBE.ENSTAT(hcube, 'ROW', x_edgenode)
      x_span = XWD_CUBE.ENSPAN(hcube, 'ROW', x_edgenode)

      if not(x_hierlabels) or (rem(x_row + 1, x_span) eq 1 -
         or x_span eq 1)
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      then do
         hedgenode = XWD_CUBE.GETEN(hcube, 'ROW', x_edgenode)
         x_dimension = XWD_GETPROPVAL(hedgenode, 'DIMENSION')
         x_hierarchical = nafill(XWD_GETPROPVAL(hedgenode, -
            'HIERARCHY'), 'NONE') ne 'NONE'
         if x_hierarchical
         then do
            x_label = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hrowcur, x_edgenode, -
               x_row, 'LONGLABEL')
            x_indent = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hrowcur, x_edgenode, -
               x_row, 'INDENT')
            x_tableheader = x_label
            x_tableheader = joinchars(extchars(x_34spaces, 1,
x_indent * 3), x_tableheader)
         doend
            else x_tableheader = XWD_ECUR.VALUE(hrowcur, -
               x_edgenode, x_row, 'LONGLABEL')
         call htp.prn (joinchars('"', x_tableheader, '"') )
         call htp.prn (x_tab)
      doend
      else call htp.prn (x_tab)
      x_edgenode = x_edgenode - 1
   doend

   x_col = 0
   while x_col lt x_cols
   do
      call htp.prn (joinchars('"', XWD_DCUR.VALUE(hdatacur,
x_col, x_row, 0, 'VALUE'), '"') )
      call htp.prn (x_tab)
      x_col = x_col + 1
   doend
   call htp.prn (x_newline)
   x_rowopen = false
   x_row = x_row + 1
doend

return true

SYSERR:
return false

END
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